Introduction
The increase of prosperity conditions the increase of life span among the population of the planet with the increase in the number of elderly and old-aged people. Such population of people carries high frequency and risk of bone fractures. Conservative methods condition long periods of immobilization of joints to "post-immobilization osteoporosis", with that the inconveniences during the treatment process sometimes require outside help and thus lower the quality of life of the patient [13, 14] . Operational methods of treatment of bone fractures offer particular difficulties associated with age-related changes of bone structures, breaches in vessel blood flow, effecting the processes of bone fracture consolidation [13] . Traditional clamps do not always satisfy the requirements of osteosynthesis in this category of patients when it comes to quality and technique.
Quite a significant element in treatment of fractures is the precision of reposition of bone pieces, their secure positioning in the achieved correction and with a particular amount of compression [11, 13] . For the purpose of maintaining the pace of consolidation, it is also necessary to increase the value of the regional blood flow of the extremity, we use inter-arterial injection of vessel cocktails of medicinal substances, which allows to decrease the time periods of the fusion of Clamps used by individuals of young age transferred into conditions of bone with degenerately changed structure leads to failure of fixation of broken-off bone pieces. In the duration of the last quarter of a century, the application of implants with the effect of shape memory has been successfully used in traumatology and orthopedics, and thus has opened the era of osteosynthesis in bone fractures.
Along with the effect of shape memory, realizing the work of clamps into compressing, it is important to mention the elasticity of structure material. The 
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KnE Materials Science in the porous material [6] , which had a positive effect on the flow of the wound process and the process of bone fracture repair.
Experimental
For the implementation of the task set forth, TN-10 model material with shape memory effect was chosen. Another element allowing to release excessive pressures was manufactured (in the form of "couplings" and oval plates) from porous permeable material with shape memory, model TN-1P with permeable porousness of 60% [2, 5, 6] . Porous permeable "couplings" were used in combination with compressing brackets with thermomechanical memory, and porous semi-oval plates were placed under circular clamps with shape memory [8, 9, 10] . The circular device ought to be chosen accurately when it comes to the factors of both shape and size. In the production of circular constructions, we • fractures with cross-section fracture surface and fracture-dislocations. For this, one or two porous "couplings" are used, which are placed at inner-bone level in each of the broken-off bone pieces, in combination with the compressing clamp with shape memory, in such conditions, the stability of fixation is significantly increased;
• fractures with cross-section fracture line with potentially weak capacity of bone recovery processes. In this case, a porous plate with shape memory is used as the main fixating device, which was supplemented with a compressing clamp with porous "couplings";
• fracture-dislocations of the acromial end of the collarbone. In this case, an • oblique and comminuted fractures. A significant additional method to the fixation by circular devices with thermomechanical memory is in the following: three porous permeable semi-oval plates made of shape memory material are placed on repositioned bone pieces. And the working elements of the circular device have to be precisely placed on the porous plates that allow to lower excessive pressures produced by the clamp smoothly;
• comminuted T -and Y-shaped fractures. Their synthesis is accomplished with two lengthened porous "couplings". "Couplings" are implanted through previously prepared canals in bone pieces located opposite of one another, and through the canal openings in the "couplings" a cooled compressing spiral rod with shape memory is placed, which brings the bone pieces closer to one another as it regains its shape, providing stable attachment. were subjected to operational treatment with cross-section type of tubular bone fracture, including the cases involving combined application of clamps with shape memory and porous permeable "couplings", which totaled 18 patients (85.7%), and 3 cases of independent compressing clamps (14.3%). Osteosynthesis with oblique bone damages of 16 patients (34.0%), including double-clip ring-shaped clamps in combination with porous plates, used in 14 cases (87.5%), and a double-clip circular device, used independently in 2 cases (12.5%). We used two-step osteosynthesis with the application of multipotent cell material in the process of further work with 10 patients (21.3%). In the case of independent application of devices with thermomechanical memory in the process of ostesynthesis of fractures in the cases of elderly and old-aged people with involute bone changes, and also in the cases of fracture synthesizing with spongy bone structure where it is difficult to provide stable placement of bone pieces. This circumstance makes it necessary to lengthen the time periods of external immobilization, which has negative effects on the consolidation of bone pieces.
Results and discussion
We have studied the remote results of treatment within the time frame of 1.5-3 years in the cases of 26 patients who have been operated upon via the combined method with the usage of porous material with shape memory: in the cases of 22 patients (84.6%) the results were declared good, in the cases of 2 patients (7.7%) the results were declared satisfactory, and in the cases of 2 more patients (7.7%) the results were declared unsatisfactory, which were the cases of bone fractures that did not grow back together that required the usage of bone plate in the future.
At the same time, 8 patients went through surgery with the usage of multipotent cells on a porous carrier, and all 8 results were declared good, and the fractures grew back together within shorter time periods (Fig. 1, 2, 3 ). -Porous permeable material with shape memory is able to create a depo of liquid medical substances which a excreted into the surrounding tissues over a long period of time.
-The most promising direction is the direction with the application of young multipotent cells cultivated on a carrier of porous material within the body of the patient, in the cases of fractures accompanied by difficult cases of osteoporosis.
